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In my opinion - which is in no way, shape or form humble - we’ve put together an ex-

cellent issue for you.

 Kate picks up where she left off with Our New Competition, exploring the ways 

indigenous Second Life fashionistas are brilliantly giving we marketers a run for our 

money.  Nic returns to tell us how to succeed in virtual merchandising.  (Check out 

that Dell office!)  Tom pipes in to give our little planet some hope in the form of virtual 

worlds.  Mary comforts us with studies her company has conducted showing a rapidly 

improving situation for real life companies in-world.  Finally, I geek it out with my re-

view of I Am Legend: Survival.  Gotta’ love the Sheep.

 If I can brag a little, our first issue was downloaded over 500 times.  For a niche 

magazine in a niche world, I’m very impressed.  Thanks to everyone for rockin!  In 

particular, I want to do a big shout out to all our contributors to date.  You rock not just 

for making Second Slice possible, but for consistently teaching me stuff I didn’t know.  

Thank you.

Yours truly,

Mario Parisé

aka Zeno Qinan



Our New 
Competition

Indigenous Fashion Marketers in Second Life

Part 2: 
Getting the Word Out and Strategic Partnerships

by Kate Trgovac

Note: For purposes of this article (and really, most descriptions of “fashion” in SL), “fashion” re-

ferrered not only to clothing designers, but to hair, skin, eye, and tattoo designers – anything 

that is “worn” by an avatar.

I
’m hoping you’ve had a chance to spend some time in Second Life marveling at 

what indigenous fashion designers cum marketers are doing around their product 

development and how they showcase these products in different environments.  

Now is an especially magical time in SL because so many designers really spice up their 

retail environments for the holiday season.  Kind of like the amazing window displays 

that come out this time of year.

In Part 2 of my series on indigenous fashion marketers, we’ll take a look at the advertis-

ing vehicles that SL marketers have available to them, both in-world and out of world.  

And we’ll also review strategic partnerships that some designers develop and how 

cross-promotion helps them make their sales.



ADVERTISING

Great new stuff is coming out all the time in Second Life.  Designers are expanding 

their skill sets and their lines; hair designers might now be trying their hand at skins 

and shoes.  And new designers are entering SL all the time, bringing new ideas and 

more choice to shopping-addicted fashionistas.  So, how do they get the word out?

Well, like most marketers, they need to advertise.  SL Marketers have several advertis-

ing opportunities available to them.

First, in-world advertising.

Paid Classifieds

Marketers can create a classified ad for their products and services.  Whether it’s for a 

new line or just an on-going ad for a storefront, classified ads are a great way to get the 

information out.  Classifieds appear in three places:

Profile Tab: An avatar’s classified ads appear in their profile.  This is helpful if you 1. 

know who has created a garment you like, but don’t know the name of their shop. 

Search: SL provides a search engine for people, groups, events, and places … and 2. 

classifieds. There are two ways to search through classifieds. One is via the “Clas-

sified” tab in the search dialogue – this will list ONLY classified ads.  The second is 

through the “All” tab in the search dialogue. In addition to finding “natural” results 

for a search term (like in a Web search engine), classifieds that are considered “rel-

evant” to the search will run alongside the natural results.  

SL Website:  While not “in-world” specifically, classifieds are also searchable on the 3. 

Second Life website.

Your Action Item: Play around with search.    Try looking for something general 

(“ball gown”) as well as something specific (“Christmas party dress”). 



In-world Magazines

There are a number of in-world fashion-related magazines.  Most of them are browse-

able both in-world as well as by a PDF on the Web.  For most magazines, designers can 

purchase an ad, as well as have photographic and ad-design services done by the maga-

zines publishers.  These magazines are typically available through in-world vendors 

located in designers stores or other showcase areas.

The writing as well as the photography for these magazines ranges from pretty good to 

exceptional, rivaling high fashion spreads in some print couture magazines.  Below are 

some recent covers and links to the magazines’ websites.  These magazines are often 

associated with a blog where a fashion designer can also have an ad running (see next 

section) and a few are starting to create podcasts or other audio content – another in-

world vehicles for advertising.

[Ed.: Leave it to Kate to make us look bad for not having an in-world edition.  :-) ]

Your Action Item: Visit one of the magazine sites listed at the end, or click on a mag-

azine vendor in-world (they are in front of several fashion shops).  Browse through and 

get familiar with the way products are modeled and promoted.

In addition to magazines that are available in-world, there are a number of places that 

SL fashion marketers can advertise online. 

Blog and Podcasts

As I mentioned in the first part of this article in the last issue, most designers either 

have their own blog or contribute to a group fashion blog.  In addition to writing their 

own, they can also advertise their brands on other fashion-oriented blogs or podcasts.  

Several run their own ad network across a number of fashion properties.  Generally 

these ads are priced in Linden $ and can be purchased in-world.



Your Action Item:  Click on an ad.  It will likely go directly to the SLurl (address of 

the in-world location) – so you should have SL running when you do this.  See where 

you are teleported when you click, directly to the article that is being advertised, or 

to the front of the shop (or perhaps the “new releases” section).  How would you have 

done it?

Out-of-World Shopping Sites

Oh, yes - you can shop for in-world items while not in-world!  There are popular shop-

ping formus like OnRez.com and SLExchange.com that let sellers list their products 

and allows buyers to link up their web account with an in-world avatar – so purchases 

made online are deposited in the avatar’s inventory.  These forums and marketplaces

are great exposure for designers.  Their search capabilities tend to be quite strong.  And 

on sites like OnRez, you can have a personal URL which is easily memorable and link-

able (e.g. http://shop.onrez.com/Simone_Stern).  Some sites like SLShopper even offer 

individual RSS feeds so that you can track when a designer you follow posts new items.

Your Action Item:  Visit one of these marketplaces and search for items.  Bonus 

action – link up your avatar with your web account and purchase something to send 

straight to your avatar (note – this requires a bit of in-world/out-of-world maneuver-

ing, so be patient).



STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

In SL fashion and design, forming key partnerships can be highly advantageous.  If 

you’re a hair designer, you might want to partner with a skin designer to offer a more 

complete package to both of your customers.  Or, a couture dress designer might part-

ner with a modeling agency. Or a real-world brand might partner with an in-world 

brand – to bring needed clout on both sides of the equation.  Let’s look at examples of 

these partnerships.

1+1=3 or Subject-Matter Experts

These are the partnerships where different designers bring a unique skill-set to the 

relationship and create a better experience for their customers.  These types of partner-

ships generally manifest in two ways: shared retail space and being featured in each 

other’s advertisements.  One example of such a strategic partnership is between Si-

mone Stern, Calico Kitty and Hyacinth Tiramasiu – Simone is a clothes designer as is 

Hyacinth, albeit in very different styles, and Calico is a hair designer.  These designers 

all have individual retail locations, but feature each other’s products in their ads as well 

as collaborated on a model search together.  Another example a partnership between 

Fallingwater Cellardoor and Simone – where Simone has vendors (sales stations) in 

Fallingwater’s store, Shiny Things (she is primarily a shoe designer) that complement 

her products.



These partnerships often extend to sharing an island or borders of an island together.  

One example is what I call the “designers quad” where four different designers (ETD, 

Dazzle, Canimal and Celestial City) have nestled their islands together so that custom-

ers can easily move from one to another … shopping for hair, skins, shoes and clothes 

all in one place.  There are also larger shopping sims like the newly launched LeZoo 

which have storefronts for a number of designers.  A large part of what drives shopping 

and fashion in Second Life is serendipitous discovery – by partnering with different 

designers and larger shopping sims (even if it just for a small boutique and not their 

flagship store), these fashion marketers are generating a lot of foot traffic.

Similar partnerships are often formed between fashion houses and modeling agencies.  

Designers are able to show off their new creations and agencies find new recruits as 

well as new audience members for future shows.

Your Action Item:  Visit Le Zoo, the designers quad or another shared sim.

First Life meets Second Life

These strategic fashion partnerships are not just in-world.  There have been a few real-

world brands that have partnered with in-world brands for their expertise and know-

how in approaching a sometimes fickle SL fashion public.  One of the more success-

ful partnerships was between Aveda, a well-known beauty product and beauty school 

brand and Elika Tiramisu Designs (ETD), a well-known and popular in-world hair 

designer.  Through the partnership, Aveda gained access to ETD’s expertise in both hair 

design as well as in-world marketing plus her incredibly loyal customer base; Aveda 

brought development dollars and a creative challenge to the table.  Together they have 

created an excellent in-world product line for Aveda and brought success to both par-

ties.

Other partnerships have included L’Oreal Paris and Aspire Models as well as Evian and 

RealSKIN.



Your Action Item: Head over the ETD or Aveda and see how the cross promotion 

between in-world and out-of-world works.

Next Time

So, we’ve discussed advertising opportunities and strategic partnerships, both in-world 

and out-of-world, for SL fashion marketers.  A lot to take in as well as places to visit!  

So get shopping and observe what your peers in SL are up to!

Next time (and last installment), a triple threat: cause marketing, promotions and cus-

tomer participation.

RESOURCES

Second Style - http://www.secondstyle.com/ • (NB .. although Second Style is an advertiser in this 

issue’s Second Slice, they did not know they were going to be mentioned in this article)

Essence of Second Life - http://essence.bamboosoup.net/• 

Aspire - http://www.aspiresl.com/• 

PWND - http://pwndmag.typepad.com/• 

Linden Lifestyles - http://lindenlifestyles.com/• 

SL Shopping Directory - http://nursetanyabook.googlepages.com/• 

Kate Trgovac heads up Reinvent! Communications (reinvent.ca), blogs at MyNameIsKate.ca 
(designated a “Must Read” blog by Marketing Magazine), and is also the publisher of OneDe-
gree.ca, penned by leading digital marketers in Canada. She can be found in-world under the 
name Katicus Sparrow.

An online magazine that provides the inside scoop on Internet 
marketing and social media for Canadian marketers.

OneDegree.ca



A Buyer’s Guide 
to Virtual Retailing

Part 2:
Static Merchandising

and 

Part 3:
Dynamic Merchandising

by Nic Mitham

Part 2: Static Merchandising

T
his is the area some real world brands are mistakingly looking hardest at. Static 

merchandising relates to displaying real world product images in a virtual 

store. Although many companies think this is virtual retailing, it is the weakest 

application of it. And of all five of the categories explained, this is the one that offers the 

lowest level of engagement.

Why? Because a really crucial point with virtual retailing is this - if the experience and 

process is better delivered via another channel (such as an e-commerce website) then 

what’s the incentive to use virtual retailing? If there’s no added value in place, then it’s 

highly unlikely to be a revenue stream worth pursuing for the foreseeable future.

Disappointingly in this context, the attributes of virtual worlds (collaboration, interac-

tion and on-the-fly customisation for example) are not being maximised (or even con-

sidered in some instances) and the perception that the ‘coolness’ of having a ‘virtual 

store’ is sufficient to drive response and sales. I would argue that this is a short-term 

strategy with limited upside for real world brands looking to penetrate the virtual re-

tailing marketplace.

Interestingly, static merchandising in its execution is actually ironic. Why? Because vir-

tual worlds are 3D environments. Displaying a real world picture in a 2D picture format 

is an under-utilisation of available resources.



Phil’s Supermarket

The Shopping Channel at Canada Post

The Shopping Channel at Canada Post

IWOOT



Part 3: Dynamic Merchandising. 

C
reating 3D representations of real world products and using them as the prime 

focus for a retail transaction or environment is called dynamic merchandising. 

Both metabrands and real world products can use this technique to sell.  Inter-

estingly, the concept of dynamic merchandising is also the basis for a newly emerging 

marketing facet in virtual worlds - Product placement.

Sky Mall at Canada Post

1-800-FLOWERS



Bershka

Nesquik

DELL

HUBLOT



Fujitsu Siemens Computers

And the Daddy of dynamic merchandising, Costa Cruises.

The latest K Zero case study, Retailing in Virtual 
Worlds is now available for pre-order.

Featuring a wide range of companies and virtual worlds, the case study is ideal for marketers 
wishing to better understand the opportunities and attributes of selling products on a virtual 
basis.

Long before brands entered virtual worlds such as Second Life a strong economy existed for 
the supply of virtual goods and services.

Now, with real world brands looking closely into virtual worlds and the benefits of position-
ing their products and services into affluent early adopters, a new marketing channel is 
emerging - virtual retailing.

The virtual retailing case study examines and explains the strategic options available to 
marketers in virtual worlds with examples of real world brands who have already moved in 
as well as lessons learned from the thousands of residents that successfully promote and sell 
virtual goods in-world.  

Available for pre-order now at a 50% discount and published 
January 2008. 

Companies included: L’Oréal Paris, Adidas, Reebok, American Apparel, Bershka, Canada Post, 
Blaze, IWOOT, Armani, Starfruit, 1-800 Flowers, Cecile, Hublot, Yves Saint Laurent, Coca-Cola, 
Pepsi, Aveda and many more

Developers/agencies included: K Zero, Electric Sheep Company, Millions Of Us, This Second 
Marketing, Rivers Run Red, Virtual Italian Parks and others

Virtual worlds included: Second Life, There, Kinset, HiPiHi, Whyville, Football Superstars, Play-
station Home, Gaia Online.

To pre-order your copy, please visit: kzero.co.uk



Climate Change and Virtual World Marketing

Or, Can the Maytag Repairman Survive in Cyberspace

by Tom P. Abeles

I
n brick space we are faced with a number of problems of interest to the marketing 

community. One of the more interesting ones is how to market a product that is 

so good and reliable that it may never need to be replaced. This is especially true 

for a utility commodity like a washing machine where improvements are incremental 

and the clothing improved to reduce the need for frequent washing. Interestingly water 

filters have to be designed so that they need, or appear to need, replacing otherwise the 

idea of selling replacements as a business model fails.

What is more interesting, today, is that concerns with climate change become a signifi-

cant challenge to marketing. It is apparent that consumption of goods, especially, when 

the change serves to increase the ecological footprint, may make it more difficult to 

convince the consumer. This becomes even more of a problem when the real cost to the 

environment is added to the cost of the goods. This could be true for a mundane prod-

uct like a washing machine, or even a MacMansion when I have to pay the real costs or 

even the social costs for such consumption.

There is no guarantee that humans are at the final evolutionary stage or that the planet 

needs humans in its ecological master plan. After all, there have been massive extinc-

tions in the past and cases where humans have ecologically destroyed their commu-

nities. Intelligence might not be a survival characteristic. Clever marketing, globally, 

has created demands for goods across the planet, that can not be met equally for all, at 

the current level of the population and potential increase, even with all the cleverness 

of modern science and her technological hand maiden. What, indeed, is the future of 

marketing in brick space as more people seek products which challenge the continued 

employment of the “Maytag repairman” with high reliability products to support and 

service?

Cyberspace, the final frontier, might be a paraphrase, as marketers of virtual territory 

sell the idea of investing in synthetic worlds to corporations, both to increase their 

product consumption in brick space and to market virtual goods and services. Are we 

selling swamp land in Florida, bridges in Brooklyn or illusions of opportunity? After all, 

it has been said that the easiest sale is to another salesman. Today we see TV programs 

where the characters interact with virtual world, a phenomenon which is not much dif-

ferent than people talking to characters in Sesame Street or ventriloquists holding con-

versations with a block of wood. We see manufacturers selling brick spaced products in 

virtual stores, an idea which is one step beyond the old Sears catalogue or Amazon.com 

in 3D; and we see the same manufacturers selling virtual versions of their brick world 

product line.

There are several interesting phenomena that are critical. First, the virtual worlds are 

developing their own economies and thus are starting to look more like foreign coun-

tries with inhabitants traveling abroad. This will become clearer as the developers cre-

ate common interfaces so that one can move seamlessly across virtual equivalents of 

continents or foreign countries. This makes marketing more like operating a duty-free 

store where products can be sold in one space and delivered in another. The creation 

of a currency and commodity exchange business already exists but not yet with major 

brick world banking services.

Another factor is persistence. Like brick space, when you close your eyes or your com-

puter, the worlds still exist. But, currently, except in MMORPG’s where there are rules, 

goods made or acquired have persistence also. A pair of tennis shoes does not wear out 

from running in a virtual world and a virtual vehicle, currently doesn’t need the equiva-

lent of fuel. Under current conditions, roofs don’t leak and most worlds are basically 

disease free. The cyber immigrants to these worlds are similar to immigrants in brick 



space. They take their own habits and customs into these worlds and we have yet to see 

the culture evolve. Thus marketing there, currently, looks much like marketing here. 

What makes this interesting is that the environmental resources consumed by transac-

tions in these virtual worlds is substantively less for identical consumption patterns 

seen in our physical world, including basics like food, clothing and shelter. In fact, it 

has been shown that it is possible to cyber commute, earn, at an acceptable exchange 

rate, sufficient resources to sustain basic needs in brick space, and to significantly re-

duce one’s ecological footprint. This should give marketers who are rushing into cyber 

space pause for thought. As concern for climate change increases, it becomes clear that 

clever technology can not meet both a reduction in climate impact and increasing con-

sumption of physical goods/services to an existing and increasing population. There 

needs to be a redefinition of the economic, and thus, marketing models of brick spaced 

corporations. The business is “in-world” and not “in-world” as a vehicle for marketing 

in physical space.

It is doubtful that individuals would buy a virtual house that had built-in gremlins who 

would make the paint peel or the roof leak; or buy a car that had built in timer which 

required servicing. Similarly, consumers will start looking at brick space and wonder 

why they can’t have cars that go 200,000 miles under warranty and get 400 passenger 

miles/gallon (Passenger miles is the operative term. One person or four in a vehicle 

changes the economics). Climate change and the ability and necessity of changing one’s 

economic or consumptive models bring brick space and click space into convergence.

The Maytag repairman in brick or click space may find that there will be new models 

emerging or a new job in the future. In a similar sensibility, the current models for 

marketing will change and the marketing community will have to grow or die with the 

changes.

Tom P. Abeles is President of Sagacity, Inc.  You can find him at p2gray.com where and his 

team are pushing the bounderies of education’s future.

Real Life Brands in Second Life
by Mary Ellen Gordon

A year or so ago, there were a few high-profile incidents involving negative reactions to 

real life brands in Second Life. That made some real life marketers wary about entering 

the virtual world, and media reports about the lack of “eyeballs” and the more salacious 

aspects of Second Life reinforced their concerns. Since then Market Truths has been 

tracking residents’ attitudes toward real life brands in Second Life to provide a less an-

ecdotal assessment of how residents really feel.  

Resident Attitudes Toward RL Brands Improving 

What we’ve discovered is that while some residents continue to have genuine concerns 

about the impact real life brands might have in “their world”, overall attitudes are im-

proving1. In a survey conducted in the first quarter of 2007, just under half (49%) of 

respondents said that overall they perceived the presence of RL brands in SL as be-

ing mostly positive or more positive than negative, but by the third quarter of 2007 

that was up to 60%. The proportion of respondents with negative perceptions had also 

dropped over that period. In the first quarter survey, 17% of respondents described 

their perceptions of real life brands as mostly negative or more negative than positive, 

but that dropped to 8% by the third quarter, with only 1% describing their attitudes 

toward RL brands as mostly negative (compared to 5% in the first quarter).  

So why the change? It seems to be driven by two factors: the behavior of the RL brands 

that are present in SL, and growth in the SL population.

Brand Behavior 

Respondents in both the first and the third quarter survey were asked what effects they 

expect the presence of RL brands to have on SL and whether they perceive those effects 

as being positive or negative. Those perceptions have not changed much at all over the



course of the year. Overall, residents believe that RL brands will bring attention, pub-

licity, credibility, and resources to SL, make it look and feel more realistic, and act as 

a catalyst for technical improvements. They perceive all of those things positively, but 

balance them against concerns that include the possibility of RL brands receiving pref-

erential treatment from Linden Lab or causing SL to become more regulated, and their 

presence harming small content creators or putting upward pressure on land prices.

While specific expectations about how RL brands will affect SL have not changed, what 

has changed is which specific perceptions influence overall attitudes. By the third quar-

ter, the influence of the positive consequences on overall perceptions had increased and 

the influence of negative consequences on overall perceptions had decreased. Part of 

the explanation for this seems to be the behavior of the brands that are present. On the 

whole, they are living up to many of the positive expectations residents have. High-pro-

file events involving RL brands like the recent CSI episode and the Second Fest music 

festival sponsored by Intel and The Guardian have brought attention and publicity to 

SL, and companies like IBM are very committed to technical improvements within vir-

tual worlds and are devoting a lot of resources to those improvements.   

On the other hand, the worst fears many residents had about RL brands have not been 

realized. Rather than squeezing them out, many brands have worked with small con-

tent creators — in some cases running contests that allow them to showcase their skills 

and in others hiring them to create content. While SL has become more regulated in 

the past year with the ban on gambling, it’s not clear that had anything to do with the 

presence of RL brands and it may have contributed to land prices decreasing over the 

course of the year rather than increasing.

Population Growth 

Another thing that appears to be contributing to the improvement in overall attitudes 

toward RL brands is growth in the SL population. Between the middle of the first quar-

ter and the middle of the third quarter the number of unique residents more than

doubled from 2.6 million to 6.2 million2. Given the time it takes to set up a business in 

world, this means that a lesser proportion of the population is directly involved in con-

tent creation, and qualitative information Market Truths has been collecting through 

interviews and focus groups supports that. It appears that many of the newer SL resi-

dents want to participate in the environment in world, but are less concerned with 

being part of creating it than many older residents are. They’re also probably less likely 

to have friends who are directly involved in content creation. Therefore, while residents 

still think there’s potential for RL brands to harm small content creators and view that 

as a bad thing, that perception does not have as great an influence on overall attitudes 

toward RL brands in SL as it did previously.  

Who Cares? 

Some may argue that this improvement in brand perceptions is irrelevant. They may 



ask: “who cares what a small number of people playing a game think?” Of course, it 

wasn’t so long ago that similar comments were made about the Web itself, yet there are 

few marketers today who do not treat that as a serious medium. Media audiences have 

been fragmenting for a long time now, and that trend shows no indication of reversing. 

As described above, the population of Second Life has grown rapidly, and many new 

virtual worlds are coming on stream, so it seems likely that the gap between the audi-

ences available in virtual worlds and those available in other media will continue to 

narrow (especially as technology improves to allow for larger events in virtual worlds). 

As for the “game” aspect of virtual worlds, the 3rd quarter survey3 showed that experi-

ences “in world” do affect behaviors in the “real world.” Over half of respondents had 

given (55%) and received (57%) RL product recommendations from someone in SL. 

A quarter of respondents had gone to look at a product in RL after hearing about it in 

SL, and 8% had purchased a product in RL after hearing about it that way. Finally, it’s 

worth remembering that most people like games, but fewer would say the same of com-

mercials. 

Mary Ellen Gordon is with Market Truths Limited.  When it comes to understanding virtual 

world users, there’s no better source than Market Truths (in this editor’s humble opinion).  

Check them out at MarketTruths.com.

I Am Legend: Survival
a movie marketing review

by Mario Parisé

I want to get a few things out of the way.

This is NOT a review of a movie, but rather the marketing campaign behind it.• 

I love Zombie flicks, and although • I Am Legend is closer to a vampire flick it still fits.

I Am Legend is a movie that was just released on Friday, December 14th, 2007.  I’ve 

been anticipating it for months, and not because of the above-mentioned love of zom-

bie movies.  I first found out about, and fell in love with, the movie through Time War-

ner’s Second Life based game, I Am Legend: Survival. 

As I write this, I can’t say if the marketing campaign really paid off or not for Time 

Warner.  I have no idea what the movie grossed this weekend.  I also don’t know (or 

care) how much it all cost to make or what their expectations were.

What I can and will talk about is how their marketing campaign effected me, as an indi-

vidual.

The game

I Am Legend: Survival was developed by the fine folks at The Electric Sheep Company.  

The idea was simple enough.  One year before the time that the movie takes place, the 

world has been ravaged by a plague.  This plague, if it did not immediately kill you, ei-

ther turned you into a Dark Seeker, or you were immune.  During the time of the game 

you can choose to be either a Dark Seeker or an immune human.  Either way, your goal



is to destroy the other.

By placing the game in Second Life, the game was subject to both the strengths and 

weaknesses of the platform.  Lets get the weaknesses out of the way.

In comparison to games developed for the Xbox or Playstation 3, it’s slow.  Very • 

slow.

Like everything in Second Life, lag is something you had to live with, and it gets • 

worse the more players are online.

Textures and objects frequently do not load in a timely fashion, which often leads to • 

frustrating (and somewhat embarrassing) deaths.  Example:  Your enemy sees you 

before you see them, and manages to kill you in that time frame.

I would suspect that people coming to Second Life for the first time found the expe-• 

rience very confusing.

The strengths, though, are equally important, if not more so.

There is no artificial intelligence involved.  Everyone you see is a real person.  Which • 

takes social gaming to a whole new level.  (I’ll get to that later.)

Since you can do just about anything in Second Life, almost all avatars (except new • 

users, understandably) were unique.  From the first day of the game’s opening, peo-

ple were getting very creative.

By using a pre-existing platform with a pre-existing user base, • Survival was able to 

launch with a strong community right from the start.

My experience prior to seeing the movie

Survival was my introduction to I Am Legend.  I didn’t know anything about it prior to 

the game.

The game set up the movie very well for me.  Through out this virtual replica of New 

York City, I experienced a world that had gone to ruins. There were posters warning of 

the disease, telling me to vaccinate my children, and to head to quarantine. Cars were 

left abandoned and destroyed.  Clearly, something terrible had happened.

I had chosen right from the start to be a Dark Seeker (the infected).  I didn’t really 

know what that would mean.  Notably, if I had the patience to go through the orienta-

tion process, I might have had a clue.  But I just wanted to get started, and Dark Seek-

ers looked cooler.

Despite my lack of knowledge, I got into the game (and the story) very quickly.  I was 

an infected.  My goal in life was to kill the immune.

Consider, though, the structure of the game.  There were no levels.  I was never in-

structed on what to do.  What we did with the game was entirely up to us.  Given this 

freedom, players formed alliances with their fellows (in my case, other Dark Seekers).  

We went on raids to kill unsuspecting and lone uninfected humans.  At the same time, 

gangs of people would do the same to us.  We hunted each other.  By day, the uninfect-

ed had the upper hand.  By night, we did.

I really got into it.  Semi-official groups were formed.  We had alliances.  We coordinat-

ed when we would log in to do raids.  The more advanced players came up with stra-

tegic attack plans.  We celebrated every kill.  We cursed the uninfected everytime they 

overpowered us.  In short, we had a blast.

Despite all the criticisms people make towards Second Life, I can’t recall ever being this 

engaged in someone’s marketing campaign.  Which is, of course, what this game was all 

about.  It worked.

As December 14th came closer, I got increasingly excited to see the movie.  I scoured 

the Web for every morsel of information I could find about the movie.  I watched the 



previews (repeatedly) with joy.  I analyzed the Wikipedia page.  I came across other 

marketing site for the movie, like GodStillLovesUs.org.

The only way to explain it was I had become a fan of the movie before having even seen 

it.  As far as marketing campaigns go, having a legion of fans prior to product launch is 

like the holy grail.

My experience during the movie

I didn’t realize it beforehand, but having been so engaged in the movie’s marketing 

campaign really impacted how I enjoyed the flick.  For starters, according to the site 

Rotten Tomatoes, the critical consensus of the movie was only 59% favorable.  Yet, I 

enjoyed every minute of it.  Even though I understand the arguments the critics are 

making, I just don’t care.  The movie rocked.

This begs the question:  If I hadn’t played Survival, if I hadn’t gotten sucked up into 

campaign, would I still have loved the movie so much?  I think there are two parts to 

the answer.  First, as mentioned in the beginning of this article, I’m a nut for this genre.  

However, I haven’t enjoyed a genre movie this much since 28 Days Later.  (Which to 

me is a very long time.)  I think the truth is I felt like I was a part of the movie.  I’ve in-

vested considerable time and energy into it.  In a sense, I feel ownership over it.  Which 

may sound crazy, but, from a marketing perspective, that’s awesome.  Having people 

feel ownership over your product is very very good.  Just think about how people feel 

about their iPods.  No matter how often I’m told Creative Zen has a “better” product, 

I prefer my iPod.  Despite all the smear campaigns (think iToxic, iPod’s Dirty Little 

Secret, etc), I still love my iPod.  It’s irrational and bizarre and arguably neurotic, but 

don’t challenge how I feel about my iPod damn it.  It’s the same thing with I Am Leg-

end.  You can’t make me not like it.  You could tell me they had to pave over a small 

island nation to build the set, and it still wouldn’t change how I feel.  Because I made 

up my mind months ago.

Why this is important

Why am I sharing these bizarre feelings with you?  Because I don’t think I’m alone.

For every person who attacks Second Life as being slow and limiting, I can show you 

a fan who fell in love with I Am Legend long before it even came out.  Survival built a 

community around the movie.  A community of evangelists.

What would you do for a whole community of evangelists?  Would you try something 

crazy, like building a game in a virtual world plagued by lag, bugs, and bad press?  No?  

Maybe you should.

Mario Parisé is vice-president of One Up Marketing.  In his free time he publishes this here 

magazine and writes his own by-lines in the third person.  You can find him at happypixels.ca.
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